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 INTRODUCTION
they had some bearing on dowry and the Muhammadan Law, and
were struck by the intensely orthodox Aurangzeb.1 One is known of the reign of Farrakhsiyar. These strange coins are very rare, but come from some half-dozen mints, 1 may instance Ilahabad9 Labor ? Multan, Katak, and Patna.
Copper coins are generally denoted by the word u^&yfulus, the broken, plural of the Arabic word /aZs, which means a small copper coin, also the scale of a fish. The word fulus may be translated 6 copper money \ Often we get the combination ^U &5C 6 stamped copper money '« The copper coins of Akbar abound in denominational epithets. The mint masters adopted the large thick Coin known as the dam, from Slier Shah. Only one issue of Akbar, the extremely scarce half-c?am from Srlnagar mint, formerly attributed to Bandar Shahi, actually bears the word J,>, and its weight shows that the dam is equivalent to the half-faw/ca. Then we have the full tanka, and its fractions the half, quarter, eighth, and sixteenth of a tanlca. The coin called a nisfi is half a dam, and there are also the small denominations, the damra and damrl. Late in Akbar's reign came the ilah% issues of four, two, and one tanke or tanke pieces from the Agra, Ahmadabad, Kabul, and Labor mints. The meaning of the word tanke (tankty is obscure. Apparently it was a weight which had little or no connexion with the tanJca.
The words Jl^, raivane, and Ji,, ra'ij, found on the copper coins of Jahangir, simply mean 'current (coin) \ The first epithet is found on coins in this Collection equivalent to the dam, and the words J\j p-o occur on pieces equal to an eighth of a dam. After the time of Jahangir, copper coins are merely denoted by the words *5C and u^ls. ' The dates on Mughal coins belong to the Hijrl Era, and are expressed as a rule in Persian figures. On the copper'coins of Akbar they are often expressed in words. The Hijrl Era dates from the flight of the Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina in the year a.d. 622, The Muhammadan year is a lunar year, and so is a little shorter than our solar year. Hence a convenient rule for the conversion of any year in the Hijrl Era to the corresponding date in the Christian Era, is to subtract three per cent, from it, and then to add 622.' The coins of Babur and Enmayun, and those of Akbar with Hijrl dates, merely exhibit the date of the Era. Akbar's ilahft coim have iheilaM year counting,from the commencement of his reign, with or without the Persian month. In no single instance throughout the Mughal coinage do 1 know of the use of 'the name of any of the Muhammadan months. From' the beginning of Jah&ngir's reign we>
1 See Note in the Glossary,

